
 

 
2013 NCAA DIVISION I WOMEN’S BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP 
Regional Semifinals ∙ Duke vs. Nebraska  
Ted Constant Center ∙ Norfolk, VA. 
Sunday, March 31 
 
PRACTICE DAY QUOTES – Nebraska 
 
Connie Yori, Nebraska Head Coach: 
 
Q: There has been a lot of talking today about point guards and that seems to be the 
dominant thing on every team, with your point guard being no exception. Can you talk 
about Lindsey Moore and what she brings to this team? 
A: The first word that comes to my head when I think of Lindsey Moore is competitive. She is a 
kid who does not like to lose. It doesn’t matter if we are playing a shooting game in practice, 
five- on-five, game time, or monopoly. She does not like to lose. She has a good skill set.  She 
can shoot the three, put it on the floor and take it to the basket. What sets her apart at times is 
that she is a good passer. She’s definitely our team leader and she’s someone we can count on.  
 
Q: What is the benefit of having four players who have started 66 games or so together? 
What does that mean? 
A: We are still young. We start a freshman, two sophomores, and just one senior. But those four 
kids have started consecutively now since last year. We have had some continuity. Because of 
that, we understand what we are looking for and understand our communication system.  
 
Q: When you look at Duke’s offense is there any offense you have faced that was of 
similar challenges in terms of being able to score inside and outside with such 
efficiency? 
A: Well, I would have to say Penn State. Penn State has a very good inside game. They have 
really good guard play. We obviously didn’t fair well against them. We will be challenged with 
Duke because of their inside and outside game. Those are the hard teams to guard. When you 
have a weakness or a chink in your armor somewhere, usually a team is a little bit easier to 
guard. However, Duke doesn’t have that.  
 
Q: What kind of a challenge does it present that Duke plays a little bit differently with 
Alexis Jones at point then they did with Chelsea Gray? 
A: Well, we haven’t scouted Duke with Chelsea. We are focused on what we have seen the last 
nine games. Alexis is a terrific point guard. What a nice luxury to lose someone of Chelsea’s 
caliber and end up with a high school All-American in Alexis Jones. She is very talented and 
very good with the ball. She knows how to find her teammates. Chelsea did that as well. The 
challenge will be to try and stay in front of her. She is incredibly quick and good with the ball. 
She can shoot the three, yet beat you off the dribble. We will face a very good point guard 
tomorrow.  
 
Q: You said earlier that your players are still hungry. This has been the farthest run in 
your school’s history in the tournament. How do you think they will handle this stage? 
A: We have played in enough big environments over the years. Playing in the league we do, we 
play in front of a lot of folks. The BIG TEN draws very well so as Nebraska, we are one of the 
leaders in attendance virtually every year. We are used to playing in front of fans and against 



 

good competition. I think Duke is going to take a different level in some ways. I think our players 
are poised and confident.  
 
Q: About the poise, was that as good as it’s been since Texas A&M? 
A: We didn’t play well for a five minute stretch, but for about thirty five minutes, we played very 
well on offense and we did what we were supposed to do defensively. That always helps.  
 
Emily Cady, Nebraska Forward: 
 
Thoughts on how to avoid slow start  
Come out focused and know what we are going to do to help us win. We have to play as a team 
and keep everything together. 
 
Thoughts on success leading to excitement around Nebraska program 
Its always fun to keep playing and we are never going to play with this same group of girls 
again. I am never going to play with Lindsey (Moore), so I want to keep on playing. Keep getting 
opportunities to keep playing with a really good point guard. 
 
Approach to rebound battle against Duke 
Coach always talks about how rebounding is effort so if you give all your effort it should all pan 
out. 
 
Jordan Hooper, Nebraska Forward: 
 
On shooting background at the Constant Center 
We actually haven’t had shoot-around yet so I’m not quite sure what it looks like out there yet 
but I’m sure it’ll be fine. 
 
On what the Sweet 16 opportunity means to the Cornhuskers program now and in future 
I think it’s really exciting to be this far and, like Lin said, I don’t want it to be done and, like Em 
(Emily Cady) said, we’re not going to ever get to play with the same group of girls again, so I 
think that’s really special.  Just play in the moment, just keep it up, and just keep going as far as 
we can with this group because we’re never going to get this moment back.  So, I think we kind 
of have to look at the small picture and big picture as we go. 
 
On approaching rebounding battle against such a bigger team 
Well, we’ve done it all year long.  We’re not the biggest team in the BIG TEN by any means and 
we haven’t been the biggest team in the tournament thus far, so I feel like it’s just another 
challenge for us to just try to work around what we have and just use our quickness and stuff, 
and box back like we have all year. 
 
Lindsey Moore, Nebraska Guard: 
 
On mentality to play against a big college basketball name in Duke 
I think, honestly, you just have to be confident and know that you’re here for a reason.  We’ve 
played well up to this point, so I think that will help in this game; just knowing that we play good 
basketball too.  Not to take away anything from what they’ve done this season - they’ve had a 
great season – but we just can’t not play our game.  That’s the biggest thing.  Yeah, we 
understand, that they’re a big name but we have been playing successfully and having a good 
run.  So we just need to make sure we stay focused on the things that we’ve done up to this 



 

point and not necessarily psych ourselves out against a big name like that.  Just play Nebraska 
basketball. 
 
On whether or not she feels all eyes are on her as a senior floor leader 
Not necessarily.  I know my team has my back.  Everyone’s been playing really well for us so it 
not like it’s just been solely dependent on me and how I perform.  These two [Jordan Hooper, 
Emily Cady] have had a great tournament so far, so it’s not necessarily about me.  It’s about our 
team and just me feeding them when they’re ready.  They are great players and everyone, like I 
said, has been playing well so it’s not necessarily something I feel pressure on.  I just wanna 
keep doing what I’ve been doing for our team, and I think we will be successful. 
 
On what the Sweet 16 opportunity means to the Cornhuskers program now and in future 
I think it’s really cool.  The fact that we’ve made it this far now, the second time in school history, 
obviously it doesn’t happen every year for our program.  So, to make it back here has been 
really exciting and we’ve been really looking forward to it.  We set up goals in the beginning of 
the season and we wanted to make a push in the tournament, so we’ve definitely done that but 
we don’t want it to stop now.  We want to keep going and make history in Nebraska, so I 
definitely think that it’s been exciting and it does mean a lot, especially to the State of Nebraska, 
but we don’t want to be done yet. 
 
On what one aspect of Duke’s offense is most important to slow down 
I think [Duke’s] inside game is really good.  They have really good post presence inside and 
good size, so I definitely think that’s one of the main focuses we have. 
 
 


